SEAT CUSHION INSTALLATION
You will need a screwdriver or cordless drill with Phillips #2 bit, non-permanent marker or colored chalk.
Please note that four of the snap-screws are longer than the rest—those are the screws that go into the
rear board behind the seat (g).

Seatback (Upper) Cushion Installation
1. Center the cushion on the seatback in the desired position. The open ends of the snaps should
face the rear of the boat. Fold the flaps of the cushion over the top of the seatback and mark the
plastic on the back where the snaps should go (a).
2. Using a #2 Phillips bit, install the self-tapping snap-screws on the two marks (a) and snap cushion
onto seat. Stretch the corners of the cushions out and mark the location of the snaps (b) and
install the snap-screws. Snap the cushion into place. Do the same for both snaps at (c) and (d).

Seat Bottom Cushion Installation
1. Place cushion on seat in desired location, with open ends of snaps facing down. We normally put
the binding edge underneath the front edge of the seat (cosmetic reasons only).
2. Fold the flap under the plastic seat and mark the location of the center two snaps.
3. Using a Phillips #2 bit, install the self-tapping snap-screws on the two marks (e) and snap the
cushion there. Stretch the corners of the cushion, mark the locations of the snaps (f), and install
the snap-screws. Snap the cushion into place.
4. Mark the location of the snaps (g) and install the longer snap-screws. Snap cushion onto snaps.
5. Stretch the corners of the cushion out underneath the bottom of the seat and mark the location of
the snaps and install the longer screw-snaps.

***Please note that if you are installing replacement cushions, the snaps on the new cushions will not line up exactly with
the old snap heads, and you will have to either move the old ones or add new ones.***
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